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was elected as the 12th President of Islamic
Republic of Pakistan for the next five-year
term.The 73-year-old businessman from
Karachi has become the country’s 12th
president. He will enter the President House
on September 9 after President Zardari quits
on September 8.The Pakistan People’s Party
(PPP), ANP and PML-Q boycotted the
election and stayed away from the Parliament
House.The Chief Election Commissioner
(CEC), Justice (retd) Fakhruddin G Ebrahim,
who acted as the returning officer, announced
the results. According to the vote break-up,
Mamnoon Hussain clinched 277 votes from
the National Assembly and Senate, 338 from
the Punjab Assembly, 64 from the Sindh
Assembly, 41 from the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Assembly and 55 from the Balochistan
Assembly.Speaking on the occasion, the
CEC said a transparent election was held for
the first time in the history of the country
adding that nobody should have boycotted
the presidential election. The CEC said a total
of 887 votes were polled out of which nine
were rejected.Polling was held at the
Parliament House in Islamabad and the four
provincial assemblies. The halls of the
National Assembly and four provincial
assemblies were declared as polling
stations.Mamnoon Hussain sat in the front
row in the National Assembly. He was
warmly greeted by the PML-N
parliamentarians and the members of allied
parties soon after the presiding officer

announced the results. Notwithstanding
PPP’s boycott of the presidential election,
President Asif Ali Zardari, who is cochairman of the party, felicitated Mamnoon
Hussain on Tuesday on his election as the
12th president of the country. “In his message
of felicitation President Zardari wished the
president-elect well in the discharge of his
responsibilities as head of the federation,”
president’s spokesman Senator Farhatullah
Babar said.Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif also
congratulated Mr Hussain and expressed the
hope that he would come up to people’s
expectations and the trust that their
representatives had reposed in him.PTI
chairman Imran Khan also felicitated the
president-elect but expressed concern over
the change of schedule of the election and
termed it non-transparent.Mr Khan said in a
statement:

Falling Metal Plate Kills A Teacher At
Construction Site
MONTREAL — A 32-year-old man, Saad
Syed, was killed after being struck by a steel
plate in front of a construction site at the
corner of René Lévesque Blvd. and de la
Montagne St. Monday morning.Syed was

walking on the sidewalk on the east side of
de la Montagne just north of René Lévesque
while the plate was being moved. The
accident happened just after 8:40 a.m. when
the chain holding the plate broke, police
said.Twenty minutes after the accident the
man's shoes, glasses and backpack were
strewn across the sidewalk and street, along
with medical gloves and first aid supplies.
A spokesperson for GEOS Language
Academy where Saad Syed taught issued a
brief statement, saying the 32-year-old "will
be greatly missed. He was a loving teacher
that we all loved.
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immortal. And just like the Mughal
Emperor Shahjahan's whiteChinese Workers
marble monument attracts
thousands of visitors, a
Strike Over Takeover Of
steady stream of curious
US Firm
visitors from nearby
BEIJING: More than 5,000
villages is coming to
Chinese workers at a Sino-US joint
see Mr Quadri's Taj
venture tyre manufacturer have gone
on strike against the American parent take shape. "You
company's $2.5 billion takeover by an see, my wife and I
I n d i a n f i r m , s t a t e m e d i a were childless, so
she always used
reported.Cooper Tire and Rubber
to say, 'after we
announced last month that it would be
are dead, there
taken over by Apollo Tyres of India, making the combined group the will be nobody to
seventh-largest such firm in the world.But thousands of staff at remember us, we
Cooper Chengshan, a joint venture in the eastern Chinese province will be forgotten'.
of Shandong, have walked out in protest, the Xinhua news So I promised her
agency said late Tuesday. It quoted union leaders saying they that if she were to
wanted to block the huge transaction, which saw Cooper
die before me, I
shares leap on the New York stock exchange. Workers
would build such a
are concerned the Indian company will be unable to
beautiful mausoleum
repay debt taken on in the highly leveraged
for her that people would
acquisition and their interests could be
remember her for ages," Mr
damaged, Xinhua said.
Quadri says. Just as in the
original Taj Mahal, Mr Quadri has
left
space
for his own grave next to his
Another Love, Another Taj
wife's
and
prays
that "we should be together
Indian Builds A Taj Mahal For His Wife
in
the
afterlife
as
well".
A retired government official in a northern
Indian village is building a scaled-down
replica of the historic Taj Mahal in memory
of his wife of 58 years. Faizul Hasan Quadri,
77, is building his "monument of love" for
Tajammuli Begum in his nondescript village

in Bulandshahr district in Uttar Pradesh
state. Separated in time by nearly four
centuries, the men behind the world famous
original Taj Mahal at Agra and the replica
share one thing in common: an extraordinary
love for the women in their lives and an allconsuming passion to make their love

also close to beating its previous record of
1,212 feet. Even if it does not hit the
maximum level, it is expected to emerge as
the biggest reservoir this season. According
to the water planners, the lake still has around
60 more days of better, even exceptional,
inflows. The rain forecast for the next two
months set the optimistic pattern: rain in
catchments areas would help fill the lake and
in other areas reduce the irrigational
requirements. “The expected climatic
hydrology this year generated those hopes,”
said an official of the Indus River System
Authority.

Google Glass To Be Used To Explore
Filmmaking
LOS ANGELES: Beauty is in the eye of the
Google Glass wearer. At least that's what the
Internet search giant hopes a handful of
young filmmakers will discover.Google is

Mangla Set To Become Country’s
Largest Water Reservoir

LAHORE: The raised Mangla dam may
replace Tarbela as the country’s biggest
water reservoir if rain forecasts for the next
two months prove to be correct. Weather
experts expect above-average rain during
August and September. On Tuesday, the

Mangla lake level hit 1,208.55 feet, storing
4.92 million acre feet (MAF) of water. When
it touches its maximum level of 1,242 feet, it
will hold 7.6MAF. Tarbela can hold a
maximum of 6.4MAF of water. The lake is

enlisting film students from five colleges to
help it explore how its wearable computing
device can be used to make movies. The
$1,500 Google Glass headset is already
being used by 10,000 so-called explorers.
The device resembles a pair of glasses and
allows users to take pictures, shoot video,
search the Internet, compose email and check
schedules. As part of its experiment, Google
will lend each school three pairs of Google
Glass. ``This excited us in a lot of ways.''
Glass users can shoot video in ``720p'' highdefinition quality by issuing voice or touch
commands. Google has already shown off a
few examples of how people are using the
device, such as tennis pro Bethanie MattekSands preparing for Wimbledon and physics
teacher Andrew Vanden Heuvel taking his
class on a virtual field trip to the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN, the European
Organization for Nuclear Research.
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Soccer And Milkshakes: Exotic Priyanka
Is A Hit In Hollywood
It may not be the most profound ditty in the world
but Bollywood actress Priyanka Chopra's second
single Exotic featuring international rapper Pitbull
is going places and taking the ‘Desi Girl’ all over
the globe. Here’s how… First of all, ‘Exotic’ will

Oscar for her performance in Silver Linings
Playbook helped her pick up $26 million.Jolie's
bumper earnings year reflected her return to
blockbusters with the 38-year-old having signed
up to star in Disney's Maleficent, a new version of
Sleeping Beauty which began filming last month
and is due for release in 2014.The film is the
celebrated beauty's first since she revealed in May
that she had undergone a double mastectomy and
reconstructive surgery after being diagnosed as
having a gene which gives her a very high chance
of developing breast and/or ovarian cancer.

PSY Plans New Album In September
SEOUL: South Korean "Gangnam Style"
rapper Psy plans to release a new album in

be featured throughout the 2013 Guinness
International Champions Cup as the soccer
tournament's official theme song. The
announcement was made by Relevent Sports, the
organizer of the Guinness International
Champions Cup, in conjunction with Interscope
Geffen A&M and Universal Music. The Guinness
International Champions Cup, organized by
Relevent Sports, a division of RSE Ventures, and
broadcast by FOX, is the first-of-its-kind soccer
tournament taking place across the globe And it
will be Priyanka who will lure them in and keep the
blood pumping… and Pitbull of course.

Meanwhile, La Chopra is now definitely O h La
La Chopra as she has just launched her celebrity
milkshake, “The Exotic,” at world famous
Millions of Milkshakes at 8910 Santa Monica
Blvd in West Hollywood, California. Her
signature namesake shake will include the
perfect blend of her favourite ingredients –
bananas, almonds, and caramel sauce, with a
vanilla ice cream base and a splash of Mr. Pink
Ginseng.

Jolie Tops Hollywood Earning List In
Momentous Year
NEW YORK CITY: Angelina Jolie has topped
Forbes magazine's annual list of top-earning
actresses after pulling in an estimated $33 million

in a year marked by her decision to have a double
mastectomy.Last year's top earner Kirsten Stewart
slipped to third in the list with $22m, behind Jolie
and second-placed Jennifer Lawrence, whose
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Telangana to be carved out of Andhra Pradesh
state. “A resolution was passed in the meeting
where it was resolved to request the central
government to take steps to form a separate state
of Telangana,”Congress spokesman Ajay
Maken said. The resolution was cleared “after
taking into account the chequered history of the
demand for a separate state of Telangana since
1956,” Maken told a news conference in New
Delhi. The Congress move must still be
approved by parliament but the new state's
creation has the backing of the main opposition
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) which has accused
the government of “dilly-dallying” on the issue.
The planned state, which would be India's 29th,
would be created out of an impoverished,
drought-prone mainly tribal belt that supporters
say has been neglected by successive Andhra
Pradesh governments. But Andhra Pradesh's
wealthier regions are strongly opposed to the
move.

Bananas Thrown At Italy's First Black
Minister
September and says he has already recorded
three songs for the project. "Already done with
three songs and they are kinda nice," the singer
announced on his Twitter account on Tuesday.
His agent said the singer was working on the asyet untitled album in Los Angeles. "Gangnam
Style", released a year ago, made Psy an
international star, and is the most popular video
of all time on You Tube with 1.7 billion views.
His follow-up video and single "Gentleman"
was inevitably less successful, but still managed
to top the charts in a host of countries and has
racked up 500 million views since its release in
April.

India's Ruling Congress Party Approves
New State
NEW DELHI: India's ruling Congress party
approved a resolution Tuesday to create a new

state in the southeast amid fears the decision
could spark violence in the region which
includes IT hub Hyderabad. Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh, Congress president Sonia
Gandhi and other senior party leaders agreed to
grant longstanding demands for the state of

ROME: Some of Italy's top politicians on
Saturday rallied behind the country's first black
minister, a target of racist slurs since her

appointment in April, after a spectator threw
bananas at her while she was making a
speech.Integration Minister Cecile Kyenge,
who is originally from Democratic Republic of
Congo, was appearing at a political rally in
Cervia in central Italy on Friday, when someone
in the audience threw bananas towards the stage,
narrowly missing it.Kyenge has faced almost
daily racial slurs and threats since joining the
government. Earlier this month a senator from
the anti-immigration Northern League party
likened her to an orangutan and only apologized
after a storm of criticism. However, on Saturday
the group denied that one of its members had
thrown the bananas. Italian police are trying to
identify the culprit. Kyenge responded to the
gesture on Twitter, calling it "sad" and a waste of
food. "The courage and optimism to change
things has to come above all from the bottom up
to reach the institutions," she added. Several
politicians, including her peers in Prime
Minister Enrico Letta's government, responded
with messages of support and condemnation on
Saturday.
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Dazzle With Latest Trends
On This Eid
Color Blocking
Color blocking is becoming popular in the
designer wear and looks extremely edgy and fine.
We just love nail paints, clutches, delicate sandals
and kurtas all in color block, perking up one’s
attire!

Flow & Flare
The loose fitted Kutras and flowy frocks are still
rocking and rolling. Use lots of buttons, broaches
on your kurtas to give them a feminine touch.

Printed Palazzo
Pants
Printed palazzo pants &
loose trousers are
extremely in. You can pair
them up with a plain blouse
or a kurti of your favorite
color.

Choori Daar
The choori daar pajama
craze has taken the east by
storm and those of you who
still haven’t tried out this
amazing fashion, this Eid is
just the right time for you.

www.syncmag.ca
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Bangles
One of the most versatile and traditional trend on this
traditional occasion. As loose and elbow length sleeves are
in vogue your forearm is visible making plenty of space to
wear ‘Bangles’ & 'Kaanch ki Churiyan'.

Earrings & Necklace

Chunky Rings

Wear nice piece of earrings
otherwise necklaces are really in
these days so you can either wear a
nice necklace or earrings.

Chunky rings with big stones
look fabulous and elegant
too.

Mehndi (Heena)
The event of Eid for ladies seems to be incomplete
if there is no Mehndi. So with eye catching mehndi
designs show off your girly side on this Eid.

Kaula Puri and Khussa
You can look traditional by pairing
your outfit with a nice pair of
handmade khussa or kula puri
whatever you like better.
www.syncmag.ca
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Color Trend:
Black, deep blue, deep
grey are colors which
always look great. Sea
green also looks great.
However off white and
dull gold are colors
which never fade away.
Wrist Watch:
Wrist watch is something
that completes the look
of a man. Adults can go
for a nice looking silver
wrist watch or one that
suits with the dress.

Cool Kurtas:
Go for a nice kurta with bright colors having
light embroidery on the collars, chest,
shoulders or sleeves. Or just few nice
buttons would look great. Embroidered
kurtas can be worn with pajamas and
shalwars both.

www.syncmag.ca
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Spiky Hair Style:
Since many men especially the youth
likes spiky hair so you can give that
touch to your hair as well.

Cufflinks:
Do not forget to
wear some cool
cufflinks since they
are a great
accessory for men.

Traditional Khussa:
There is the traditional Khussa in the list
which you can wear with your sherwani
or kurta. You can always go for a nice
pair of sandals to go with your shalwar
kameez.

www.syncmag.ca
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Sync-Toronto

Toronto's Biggest East End Eid Expo
Ayesha Khan, Mo Hakim & FARZANA ANJUM In Association with DIL DIL PAKISTAN & IMRAN M GONDAL Presented TORONTO EID EXPO
2013 on On Saturday August 3rd and celebrated the diversity of the Muslim community in Toronto!
The event showcased more than 50 Stalls featuring the Latest Fashions (Kids, Male and Female), children competition, Jewellery, Food, Henna, Hair
Design, Make-up & anything you needed for EID! Muslim Scholars Courtesy of Islamic Relief Canada: This gathering will aim to promote stronger ties
within the North American Society through education, tolerance and introspection, and across cultural lines through points of commonality and respect.
This Event was Proudly Supported by ISLAMIC RELIEF CANADA!

Photography By: https://www.facebook.com/SaifRehmanPhotography
www.syncmag.ca
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Photography By: https://www.facebook.com/SaifRehmanPhotography
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EID AND HEALTH

Eid-ul-fitr is the most joyous and important Islamic festival
celebrated with lot of religious enthusiasm and fervour. It is
celebrated on 1st of Islamic month “Shawal”.
On Eid Day People visits their relatives where they are customarily
served with “Sheer khurma” and other desserts which are famous
breakfast dishes on the Eid day. In the month of Ramadan we fast
and fasting detoxifies and cleanses our body. During the fasting
month of Ramadan our body gets used to a certain routine of
receiving food at specific times. We all know that overeating during
Eid Day is very common. Overeating and unhealthy meals on Eid
day ruin all those benefits that come from the effort of fasting. In Eid
parties desi dishes are made like Biryani, Korma, karahi and
Kababs etc. which are usually very spicy, oily and have high fat
content. All we need is to keep control on our food during Eid and
take care of our health.
Tips To Make Your Eid-Ul-Fitr Healthy
¬
¬
¬

¬
¬

Avoid Spicy, high caloric and unhealthy food to maintain your
health attained by fasting.
Keep a control on quantity of desserts. Too much sweet doesn’t
keep you healthy. It might make you gain
weight.
Don’t let your weight increase extremely on Eid by making
justification of special occasion. After all health
comes
before fame and money.
Add a portion of salads and vegetables in your Eid menu along
meat. Fibers are very important part of diet.
Take selective and small quantity of food instead on piling up
with unhealthy food. Overeating can ruin your

www.syncmag.ca
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occasion also.
Also avoid fizzy drinks and artificial flavored juices. They are
not good for health try some natural ones.
¬ To help your body to get back to routine before Ramadan try to
take your main meals during Eid at timings that are near to
Ramadan’s Iftar and Saher.
¬

With these useful tips you will enjoy a
nutritious and healthy Eid Day. Also
you will slowly go back to your preRamadan routine and healthy life.
Try to modify your dessert recipes by reducing their fatcontent. Use honey instead of sugar as it gives high dietary
value and also gives
very rich
flavor.
¬ If you have any health problem like blood pressure issues rather
than leaving all your desired food take small quantity of
all items.
¬ Don’t let your Ramadan routine break on Eid dinner parties as
dietician suggests you to take your last meal 2 hours before
sleep
time.
¬ Last but not least take a cup of green tea at the end as it increases
your metabolism rate and improves your digestion. Tea can also
be a choice but better if without sugar.
¬
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Shahi Sheer Khurma

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shahi Sheer KMilk 1 liter
National vermicelli ½ cup
Ghee 1 tbsp
White Cardamom 3
Dry Dates 4 sliced
Pistachio sliced 3 tbsp
Almonds sliced 3 tbsp
Saffron ½ tsp
Sugar ½ cup heaped
Khoya 2 tbsp hurma

2 cups Milk
2 tbsp Rice
3 tbsp Sugar
1/4th Cup Blanched Almonds (sliced)
1 tsp Green Cardamom (crushed)
½ tsp Kewra Essence
Silver or Gold F Oil Paper (varak)

Directions:
1. Soak rice in water for a few hours, then drain the water
and grind rice into a smooth paste.
2. In a non-stick saucepan, boil milk. After it comes to a boil,
reduce the heat to simmer.
3. Over a moderately low heat, add rice, sugar and
cardamom to the milk and stir constantly, till it turns thick.
4. Remove from heat and add almonds. Put in serving bowl
and let it come down to room temperature. Now, put in the
fridge and chill.
5. Garnish with silver or gold foil paper (varak) and serve.

Rasmalai

Directions:
1. Heat up ghee.
2. Add white cardamom with vermicelli and brown it.
3. Then add milk with sliced dry dates, cook for 5 minutes.
4. When dates turn into soft; add sugar, khoya, almonds,
pistachios and saffron.
5. Cook for 5 minutes more.
6. Royal sheer khurma is ready serve hot or cold.

Khoya Seviyan Vermicelli

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

Dry Milk powder 2 cups
Baking powder 2 tsp
All purpose flour 1 tsp
Ghee 2 tbsp
Egg 2
Milk 2
Sugar 2 cups
Green Cardamom 8-10
Pstachio as required

1. Vermicelli 1 packet
2.Khoya 1 ½ quarters (375 gm)
3.Fresh Cream 1 cup
4.Sugar to taste
5.Almonds 100 gm
6.Pistachios 100 gm
7.Cardamom powder 6
8.Kewra Essence 2 tbsp
9.Ghee ½ cup

Directions:

Directions:

1. Bring boil in milk add cardamom and sugar.
2. Cook milk for 5-10 minutes.
3. In a bowl put milk powder, plain flour and melted ghee and
knead with beaten eggs and make soft medium dough.
4. Make small balls and add into milk cook on high flame and
cook for 5 minutes.
5. Then low the flame, cook it for 10-15 minutes.
6. Garnish with pistachio and serve chilled.

1. Boil one packet of vermicelli in hot water for one minute.
2. Then take it out of water. 3. Heat ghee in a pan till it starts giving
crackling sound, now add vermicelli to it. 4. After frying it for one to two
minutes, add khoya and fresh cream. 5. Fry again for one to two minutes.
6. Unify khoya and cream well after frying. 7. Now add sugar and cardamom
powder to it. 8. After cooking it for a few minutes, add thinly chopped
pistachios, almonds and kewra essence. 9. Your delicious Khoya Vermicelli
is ready,milk is not used in it. 10. Garnish with chopped almonds, walnuts
and fresh cream. 11. Chef’s tip: A little saffron can also be used to improve
fragrance and flavour.

www.syncmag.ca
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Celebration Need No Borders
Indo-Pak Independence

People all over world celebrate
Independence Day with patriotic zest.
Pakistanies and Indians celebrate
Independence Days together for Peace;
Although many questions remain about
'Independence', Indians and Pakistanis every year
join hands on Aug 14 and 15 to celebrate each
other's Independence Day together and wish
each other well.
www.syncmag.ca
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No Borders for Celebrations
Pakistan is, without a doubt, stranded in a plethora of problems.
Mainstream and social media is usually fraught with issues ranging from
terrorism and sectarianism to economic and power crisis. However, there
comes a day, once every year, when even the most cynical tend to let go of
their skepticism and dwell in a rather romantic notion of hope. That day is
August 14, the day Pakistan got its independence from British Raj.
Pakistan's Independence Day is August 14 whereas India's is August 15,
so jubilations can go hand-in-hand.
It is indeed true that Pakistan is in the eye of the storm and has a long way
to go towards being more progressive, tolerant and economically viable.
But then, none of that is possible without relentless hope. And on August
14, one gets to see a lot of flickering hope among Pakistanis.
Although many questions remain about 'independence', Indians and
Pakistanis have for many years come together at Wagah border on Aug 14
and 15 to celebrate each other's Independence Days together and call for
peace between the two countries. Borders don't stop them from praying
for peace and paying homage to the martyrs of Independence struggle.
If there was no partition:
The two nations would be one if there was no partition. Social media is
playing an active part to promote peace and love among the two nations.
Peace is not a luxury, it is a necessity. Peace is never given on a platter, it
has to be earned. And it has to be earned day after day - because
misunderstandings and mistakes keep happening. Our similarities are
more than our differences. We want a peaceful, progressive Pakistan and
India.

We on behalf of Syncmag wish all our
Pakistani and Indian fellows a very happy
Independence Day and wish them health,
prosperity and good luck in every part of
life.
www.syncmag.ca
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Sync-Paparazzi Pakistan

Fund Rising Night With Umer Sharif
www.syncmag.ca
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Sync Paparazzi Dubai

Arjun Rampal Distributes
Ramadan Boxes
@ Labour Camp
Location - Al Quoz Labour
Camp, Dubai
Campaign - Adopt A Camp

Vol 1, Issue 25

Arjum Rampal & his wife Mehr supported the cause & helped distribute
the boxes.The hottie proved he is a super star in every sense of the word by
flying down to help Adopt-a-Camp, an organization founded by Saher
Sheikh in partnership with Dubai Chamber of Commerce. He handed out
5000 Care Packages prepared by Dubai's community for labourers. No
red carpets, no protocol, Arjun was on the trucks handing out the boxes
and bantering with the beaming labourersThe 5000 Care Packages were
created and assembled by 10,000 volunteers as part of the UAE's largest
charity event of the year organised by Adopt-a-Camp and Dubai Chamber
of Commerce in honour of Sheikh Zayed Day. It was a three-day event
held at Dubai World Trade Centre and culminated in the distribution of the
Care Packages to 5000 workers at a labour camp in D.I.P.

Photography By: Sanish Cherian
www.syncmag.ca
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Sync Paparazzi California

Courtesy: Million Of Milkshakes
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Eid
Celebrations
Eid-ul-Fitr is a very important event for all the
Muslims all over the world as it marks the end
of the month of Ramadan and to give
gratitude to Allah for His blessings. It is a
festival full of joy and happiness for
everyone. People all over the world
celebrate Eid with lots of preparations we
will talk about the celebrations and
traditions of Eid as we all have fun following
the customs of Eid.
Chaand Raat
Soon after the iftaar of the 29th/30th
Ramadan everyone wants to go out to sight
the moon by themselves. After the sighting
of the Shawal moon, Eid celebration begins.
Everyone starts preparing for the Eid
happening next day. Preparing their dresses
and decorating their houses, it all happens at
chaand raat. The women enjoy thepleasure
of Chand Raat with applying mehndi (henna)
on their hands. It has become a tradition.
Many people love going out for shopping on
Chand Raat and enjoy buying the remaining
things, eating out, having fun with friends
and families and return home for the Eid
celebrations on dawn.
Tell Your Children To See Eid Moon On Roof
A decade back it was a custom to watch
moon on the roofs of houses, children used
to become excited for seeing moon. No

matter the weather is clear or not everybody
put their effort to find moon. After watching
moon they made prayers and show greetings
to each other. Tradition of seeing moon by
oneself is now rapidly fading.Parents should
address this issue by giving awareness to
their kids about this beautiful tradition of
seeing moon on roof. For this you can tell
them about the excitement of your
childhood for moon. How people get excited
for seeing moon, how much precocious
memories you have of seeing moon with
your family.Now it is a great opportunity for
you to educate your kids about the tradition
of searching moon on roof with the family
and elevate excitement in your kids. Make
sure this Ramadan you are going to see
moon with your kids on roof of your house,
not on TV channels.
Eid and Kids
We usually hear a general term by adults
saying that Eid is for kids. Well true in sense
as children seems to enjoy it more than us
adults. All the festivities including going for
the Eid prayers with their father, uncle or
siblings, enjoying delicious food, having fun
playing around with friends and family and
of course the thing which is the biggest
source of happiness for a kid, Eidi and if you
don’t know what is Eidi then you know
nothing about Eid. Eidi is a Persian word
which means gift. This gift is usually the cash
given to children by adults on Eid. This is the

most fun part for kids, getting Eidi, counting
it and spending them on snacks or fun rides
at the parks. Recently, it is seen that adults

Give charity to the needy in front of
your kids and tell them why it is
important, encourage your kids to
take part in fund raisers such as
making gifts for the needy kids or
encourage them to give some of
their own as charity because it is
all about spreading happiness on
Eid. You will get lots of happiness
for that small amount of charity
which you give.

usually gift toys or any other thing which the
kid would love instead of cash but the kids
won’t love to get some Eidi in cash.
Parents, Kids and Eid
Being the adult in-charge, parents usually get
busy in greetings the guests and other Eid
activities leaving their kids to play on their
own. As a result the kids spend all their Eid
time playing around and spending their Eidi.
But this is not the Eid is all about. Eid is all
about celebrations, festivity and happiness.
You get more happiness when you spread it
around. Parents should encourage their kids
to also include those kids who are unable to
celebrate Eid with the same spirit as they do.
www.syncmag.ca
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Mashkoor Raza
Mashkoor Raza is one of those
prominent painters who started their
careers in the early 80. He belongs to the
cubism school of thought introduced by
Picasso.

............................
Throughout the years,
M a s h k o o r R a z a ’s
paintings have continued
to evolve slowly into the
subtle works that they are
t o d a y. A t e c h n i c a l
confidence with a control
of colour is evident in his
work and that comes only
from long years of practice and passion. He has full
command of his medium. Women and horses are a
subject as well as symbolic representation of beauty
and power in his art work. The strokes of
Mashkoor’s brush aptly depict the movement of
rising figures of horses and emotional phases of
women. He has good color sense, vibrant and
pulsating colors including red, orange, blue, brown
and green, with strokes of white are prominent in all
of his paintings. Various hues merge and submerge
www.syncmag.ca
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on his palette creating
vivid and ingrained
impressions.
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Chennai Express
Movie Reviwe
Rohit Shetty
Shahrukh Khan, Deepika Padukone

Direction:

Cast:

Chennai Express movie hard-core commercial film
with a romantic angle. The movie is based on a 40year-old bachelor Rahul, who lands up in a totally
unexpected journey that makes him realize the
importance of Love, Life Relationships and
Sacrifice!A stimulating train voyage that not only
takes Rahul, accidentally to his destination but also
makes him realize the power of True Love!A
hilarious journey which teaches you about the
serious relationships in life.

Cineplex Montreal Timing:
Thu: 2:45, 6:00, 9:15

Once Upon A Time In
Mumbaai Dobara

Movie Review

: Milan Luthria
Akshay Kumar Sonakshi Sinha Imran Khan

Direction:

Cast:

Once Upon A Time In Mumbaai Dobara (formerly known as Once
Upon A Time In Mumbaai Again) is a crime gangster movie which is
a sequel to the 2010 hit film Once Upon a Time in Mumbaai. It is the
story of an underworld don, Shohaib (Akshay Kumar), who killed
his mentor in the past (Once Upon A Time In Mumbaai) to gain
supremacy and is now the ruling mafia king.Shohaib wants to gain
full control over Bombay and this is met with resistance from two
existing ganglords – Vardha and Arun. While Bombay continues to
be the object of their fancy, Shohaib stumbles upon a young actress –
Yasmin (Sonakshi Sinha). He is immediately taken in by her
freshness, beauty and candor. Slowly, but surely his attraction
towards Yasmin goes onto becoming an obsession. This creates a rift
between Shoaib and Aslam and results in the ultimate showdown
between the mentor & protégé.
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Tweets Of The Fortnight
Katrina Kaif
The problem with the
world is that the
intelligent people are full
of doubts and the stupid
ones are full of
confidence.
26 July

Abrar Ul Haq
Everything is Valuable only on Two
occasions in life.. ''Before Getting
It'' and ''After Losing It'

28 July

Ali Zafar

Sania Mirza

The need is not to be different, but
to recognise that we r all
different&weak.
28 July

You dont love someone because
they are perfect,u love them in
spite of the fact that they are
not.
27 July

Amitabh Bachchan
No greater joy than discovering a solution to a
problem that has worried you .. life devoid of
problem is life devoid of challenge !
22 July

Farhan Akhtar

Faysal Qureshi
One loyal friend is
worth ten thousand
relatives.
29 July
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Knowledge is a
person's greatest
strength & those who
impart it deserve our
utmost respect.
22 July
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performed well while he was
satisfied with his own
IPL Fixing:
performance.Zulfiqar Babar
Sreesanth, 38 Others
expressed resolve that the
Charged
team would show the
NEW DELHI: Indian
s a m e
g o o d
performance
in the
prosecutors charged fast
upcoming
series
bowler Shantakumaran
a g a i n s t
Sreesanth and 38 others on Zimbabwe.Team
Tuesday with links to organised manager lauded
crime and cheating over their the players for
alleged involvement in spot- m a i n t a i n i n g
fixing in the Indian Premier League, a lawyer said. e x e m p l a r y
Special public prosecutor Rajesh Mohan told AFP that d i s c i p l i n e i n
their ranks. He
Sreesanth and 38 others had been formally charged said that Shahid
under the Maharashtra Control of Organised Crime Afridi put up good
Act over alleged offences in the last edition of the performance but
the credit for the
tournament."The players and others have also
victory
went to the
been charged with criminal conspiracy,
whole squad. Speaking
cheating and dishonesty," Mohan
to reporters, Shahid Afridi
told Media.
said the team needed such a
victory, for which he was thankful
to Allah. He said that he had always tried
to perform well for the team. The
Pakistan Cricket Team Returns Home flamboyant all-rounder said that new
players must be provided an opportunity
After WI Tour
but
it was essential to take the senior
LAHORE/KARACHI: The Pakistan
players
along.
cricket team on Wednesday returned home
after West Indies tour.Eight players
including Saeed Ajmal, Nasir Jamshed,
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backstroke gold, 18-year-old Franklin
finished second fastest in the 200m
freestyle semi-finals to qualify for
Wednesday's final. After victory with the
USA team in Sunday's 4x100m freestyle
relay final, this was Franklin's second gold
medal of the eight world titles she is
bidding for at the eight-day world
championships, which finish Sunday. The
backstroke medal placings in Barcelona
were an exact repeat of those at the 2012
London Olympic final, something not lost
on Franklin. Seebohm collected her second
silver at Barcelona, after second in
Sunday's freestyle relay, admitted she had
wanted to go faster.

CGF Extends Deadline For Hockey
Team’s Participation
LAHORE: The Pakistan Olympic
Association (POA) of Arif Hasan has been
able to get another two weeks for
submission of expression of interest
regarding Pakistan hockey team’s
participation in the 20th Commonwealth
Games scheduled to be held in Glasgow
next year. The POA has informed the

Franklin Wins Second Worlds Gold In
100m Back
BARCELONA, Catalonia: Teenage US
swimming star Missy Franklin claimed her
second gold at the swimming world
championships on Tuesday in Barcelona
with victory in the women's 100m
backstroke.In a commanding
performance, Franklin clocked 58.42secs
Assad Ali, Zulfiqar Babar, Junaid Khan
and others arrived at the Lahore airport
while Shahid Khan Afridi, Hammad Azam
and Umar Amin landed at the Karachi’s
Jinnah International airport. The team won
ODI series against West Indies by 3-1 and
the T-20 series by 2-0. Speaking to media at
the airport, Saeed Ajmal said he was
thankful to almighty Allah over the victory.
He said that the national team was in dire
need of such a victory and it was not an
easy task to defeat West Indies on their
home ground. He said all the players

in the final, just missing out on the fouryear-old world record, with Australia's
Emily Seebohm 0.64sec adrift and Japan's
Aya Terekawa touching the wall 0.81sec
behind. Minutes after receiving her

Pakistan Hockey Federation (PHF) that
last date for submission of expression of
interest to the Commonwealth Games
Federations (CGF) was last Monday (July
29), but it had managed to get it extended
till Aug 16. However, the PHF, which does
not accept Arif Hasan as POA president
and depends on the government for
financial resources with regard to sending
national teams anywhere in the world, is
reluctant to take any independent decision
in this matter.Hence, it had made contact
with the government which recognises
POA parallel body led by Akram Sahi. But
Sahi’s POA has no affiliation with the
International Olympic Association (IOC),
making participation of the hockey team in
the Commonwealth Games questionable.
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